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Crescent Bar golf course gets
new life, but not development
Crescent Bar Golf Course in Central Washington will live on thanks to Grant County Commissioners, but the development will go away in
the next year. For more, please see inside this
section of Inside Golf Newspaper.

WHAT’S NEW
IN NW GOLF

Northwest Golf Guide is inside

		

West Seattle proposed
range plan gets shelved
The City of Seattle has decided to
scrap plans to build a driving range at
West Seattle Golf Course. The City
of Seattle, and Premier Golf, which
manages the city’s golf courses,
created a plan which would include
a new driving range at West Seattle.
But golfers didn’t want the course to
accommodate the range because of
all the changes that  would come with
it, said Paul Wilkinson, the director of
golf for the City of Seattle.
An obstacle to putting the range
elsewhere on the property was the
fact that long hitters would have had
to lay up and neighboring property
owners didn’t like the idea either.
There are still plans to build a range
at Jackson Park

Central Oregon will host
pair of team tournaments
The Central Oregon area will play
host to a pair of amateur team tournaments at some of the area’s best
golf courses.
The Central Oregon Shootout is
set for April 28-May 1 at Black Butte
Ranch Resort, Eagle Crest Resort
and Aspen Lake Golf Course. The
three-day event will feature various
formats. Cost is $550 per team to
enter the tournament.
The new Best of Bend Best Ball
will feature three days at Pronghorn,
Tetherow and Brasada Ranch with
two-player teams. The event will be
held June 17-19.
See inside for more information.

It’s time to start posting
scores on the computer
For those Pacific Northwest
golfers who are playing, it’s time
to start posting your scores on the
GHIN computers. The OGA, IGA and
WSGA will all begin posting scores
on March 1. Revisions to handicaps
vary during the season for each association.

Rules Quiz
Player A asks Player B to stand on a
mound on a line with the flagstick prior
to the stroke.  Player A cannot see the
flag from his ball.  Player B moves before
Player A makes a stroke.  OK not OK?
See answer on Page 2.
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Inside Golf Newspaper gets
you ready for the 2011 season
with its annual Northwest Golf
Guide section, a 16-page pullout
that gives you the latest up to date
information on golf courses in the
Pacific Northwest. From a listing
of all the courses like Huntsman
Springs in Idaho (top) to Wine
Valley in Washington (right) to
the newest courses, the toughest
courses, to courses with RV connections. If it relates to golf, you
will find it here.

Semiahmoo
Resort sale
falls apart, no
buyers in sight

A pending sale on the Semiahmoo Resort
hotel and golf course has fallen through,
leaving the resort and all of its amenities in
the hands of the owners.
Harry Chesnin, attorney for the majority
owner Upper Skagit Indian Tribe, said the
would-be buyers could not come up with
the cash.
“It all boiled down to funding,” Chesnin
said. “The potential buyer was unable to
produce the funding in the time they felt
allowed them to go forward.”
Chesnin had earlier identified the potential
buyer as Armada Investments, but there are
several entities under that name and it was
not clear what individuals were involved.
Chesnin declined to identify them, and the
potential purchase price was not disclosed.
The tentative deal became public in December 2010 after the resort’s management
notified approximately 300 full, part-time
and seasonal workers that they faced possible
loss of their jobs as of Feb. 15, 2011, when
the resort sale had been expected to close.
Federal labor laws required that notice to
employees.
The resort is 51 percent owned by the
tribe, with Trillium Corp. of Bellingham
owning the other 49 percent.
The tribe bought its ownership share in
2003. Originally developed by Trillium, the
resort opened in 1987 on the end of Semiahmoo Spit, a narrow stretch of land on the
west side of Drayton Harbor that once housed
a salmon cannery. It is among the largest
resorts in the state, with close to 200 guest
rooms and suites. Chesnin said the owners
are not actively seeking buyers.
“The resort has never been on the market
in that respect,” Chesnin said. “We were
approached, and obviously if we were approached again we would seriously look at
the proposals.”

USGA will hit the
Northwest hard
this summer with
three championships
The United States Golf Association
will make its presence known in the
Pacific Northwest this year with three
different championships, including the
United States Junior at Gold Mountain Golf Course (right) July 18-23.
Bandon Dunes will also host a pair of
events. See inside for more,
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When the Fred Meyer Challenge was in its
heyday, there might not have been a Pacific
Northwest golf fan who didn’t enjoy the show
that Peter Jacobsen put on.
Jacobsen, the Portland native and PGA
Tour star, hosted some of his PGA Tour
friends in a two-day exhibition in the Portland
area, first at the Portland Golf Club, then the
Oregon Golf Club then finally at the Reserve
Vineyards and Golf Club.
The event had it all, from a pre-tournament
clinic with all of the players to two days of
tournament action with some of the biggest
names in golf. I remember seeing guys with
the last name Nicklaus playing and there was
a guy named Palmer who was Jacobsen’s
partner for a few years as well.
I remember seeing John Daly tee up a
shot near the 18th green at the Oregon Golf
Club and sending a line drive over the crowd,
putting a scare into the fans and into the tournament host. I can remember Fuzzy Zoeller
working the crowd like a late-night comedian
as he walked around the course.
Now, after an eight-year absence, the
event is back. Welcome back Peter’s Party,
which will be played Aug. 28-30 at the Portland Golf Club with a tournament sure to be
a hit among Pacific Northwest golf fans.
Jacobsen will welcome 16 of his PGA
Tour and Champions Tour golf buddies to
the Pacific Northwest for a three-day golf
event. Northwest golf fans are sure to line
the fairways to see their favorites.
“Ever since the end of the Fred Meyer
Challenge, I’ve felt like there was something
missing,” said Jacobsen. “I’m committed to
keeping men’s professional golf in Portland
and in the state of Oregon. And I’m so excited
to be bringing this event back to my hometown.”
Peter’s Party will begin with pro-am and

Steve
Tu r c o t t e

It’s good to see Peter Jacobsen back
in the Northwest with his Peter’s Party

amateur events on Saturday and Sunday before the pros take to the fairways for the event
on Monday and Tuesday. One of the highlights
for most at the Fred Meyer Challenge was the
Monday morning golf clinic. That will return
as well. Charities will also be the big winner

with the event as The Children’s Hospital at
Legacy Emanuel has signed on to be the first
official charity partner.
Invitations are already in the mail, and the
first one went out to Northwest golfer Ben
Crane, who went to the University Oregon
like Jacobsen. In fact, Crane was a standard
bearer in the old Fred Meyer Challenge days
but this time around will be teeing it up instead
of providing scores to fans. Be on the lookout
for other big names PGA Tour stars to hit the
Northwest as well.
For more information on getting involved
with the event see the web site www.peterjacobsensports.com.

Steve Turcotte is editor of Inside Golf
Newspaper. He can be reached at sdturcotte@comcast.net.
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Rules Answer
Answer:   Permitted under Rule 8-2a. Player
A has defined his line of play and has asked
Player B for assistance in alignment for that
line of play.
• Editor’s note: Thanks to Paul Lucien for his rules
insights.

InsideGolfNewspaper.com
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New Salish Cliffs course hires head pro;
Children’s Home Society sets up tourney

Salish Cliffs Golf Club – the latest amenity of the Squaxin Island Tribe’s Little
Creek Casino Resort – today announces the
hiring of David Kass, PGA, as Head Golf
Professional.
Kass officially started his new position this week at the par-72, 7,300-yard
championship layout that is scheduled to
open this spring. The 40-year-old native of
Pennsylvania comes to Salish Cliffs (www.
little-creek-casino.com/golf.html) from
North Palm Beach Country Club in Florida
where he served as Director of Golf Operations.
Prior to his time at North Palm Beach
Country Club, Kass worked at Jupiter Hills
Club in Tequesta, Fla. for six years. He
also previously served on the professional
staff at Canterbury Golf Club in Cleveland,
Ohio, and directed the Junior Golf Academy
at the renowned Treetops Resort in Michigan. Kass is a 1993 graduate of Franklin &
Marshall College (Lancaster, PA) where he
played on the golf team.

Plans are set for inaugural
Children’s Home Society event

The inaugural Children’s Home Society
of Washington golf tournament will be held
Monday, May 9, 2011 at Bear Creek Country Club in Woodinville.
The event will support the Children’s
Home Society of Washington with the kids
and their families. It will include a cocktail
hour, gourmet barbecue banquet, prizes
and much more, Players of all levels are
encouraged to take part. All proceeds go
to support the Children’s Home Society of

Washington’s effort to provide comprehensive social services to over 39,000 children
and families across Washington State this
year.
Cost is $150 for an individual golfer
and $600 for a foursome. Sponsorships are
available as well.
For more information contact Jim Laugen
at 206-718-5907.

Boise Nationwide tour event
donates more then $1 million

Mike Clawson, Albertsons president,
Intermountain West Division, recently announced that the 2010 Albertsons Boise Open
presented by Kraft generated more than $1
million for charity for the fourth straight
year.
In all, more than 100 non-profit organizations in the Treasure Valley will benefit from
the event. The tournament, an annual event
on the Nationwide Tour, has now raised more
than $11.8 million for charity in its 21-year
history, that’s more money generated for
charity than by any other Nationwide Tour
event.

Tetherow Golf Club recognized
for environmental course work

Tetherow Golf Club was recently recognized for environmental stewardship by the
Golf Course Superintendent’s Association of
America (GCSAA) and Golf Digest’s Environmental Leaders in Golf Awards program.
This award recognizes superintendents and
facilities for overall course management
excellence in the areas of resource conservation, water quality management, integrated

pest management, wildlife/habitat management and education/outreach.
An independent panel of judges representing national environmental groups, turfgrass
experts, university research and members of
the golf community conducted the award
selection naming Tetherow as the Oregon
Chapter winner in the Resort category. National winners, as well as the fifteen chapter
winners, were honored at the Golf Industry
Show last month in Orlando.
“It is truly an honor to represent Tetherow
Golf Course and the Oregon Golf Course
Superintendents Association in receiving this
award. Our team looks forward to continuing
our environmental efforts each and every day
and we certainly take pride in this national
recognition,” stated Tetherow superintendent
Chris Condon.

Vancouver native Richard Zokol
elected into Canadian Hall of Fame

The Canadian Golf Hall of Fame and Golf
Canada have announced that Richard Zokol
of Vancouver and Stephen Ross of Dundas,
Ont. have been elected as the 2011 inductees
into the Canadian Golf Hall of Fame.
Zokol is being inducted in the player
category while Ross will be inducted as a
builder. With their inductions, Ross and
Zokol become the 68th and 69th honoured
members of the Canadian Golf Hall of
Fame.
Zokol will be formally inducted into the
Canadian Golf Hall of Fame this summer
at a ceremony in Vancouver while details
of Ross’ induction will be confirmed in the
coming weeks.

InsideGolfNewspaper.com
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Cascade Golfer
Cup sets lineup
for 2011 events

After a successful debut in 2010 the
Cascade Golfer Cup returns to the Puget
Sound region with three new courses and
a seventh event! Over $100,000 in prizes
are up for grabs including rounds of golf at
some of the West Coast’s premier venues,
travel packages; clubs, gift certificates and
more.
The 2011 Line-up is:
• April 30th - Chambers Bay
• May 21st - Washington National
• June 11th - McCormick Woods
• July 23rd - Rope Rider at Suncadia
Resort
• August 13th - White Horse
• September 10th - Gold Mountain
- Olympic Course • October 1st - Druids Glen 		
Each tournament in the series will be
limited to 64 two-person teams
Formats include: Best Ball, Scramble,
Chapman and Modified Stableford.
All seven tournaments will be open to
any golfer with an established handicap
and will be scored in net and gross formats,
allowing players of all ages and abilities to
compete on a level playing field.
Prizes for the individual events will
include stay-and-play packages to Bandon
Dunes, Hawaii, Palm Springs, the San
Francisco Bay Area, Central Oregon, Palm
Springs, Reno-Tahoe and more; plus golf
clubs and accessories, free lesson packages
and rounds of golf at White Horse, Cedars
at Dungeness, Wine Valley, Gold Mountain,
Druids Glen, Washington National, Trophy
Lake, McCormick Woods and more.
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Central Oregon will host
a pair of amateur events
The 2011 Central Oregon Shootout is
set for April 28-May 1 at three of Central
Oregon’s best golf courses.
The long-running event will be played
at Black Butte Ranch Resort, Eagle Crest
Resort and Aspen Lakes Golf Courses.
The three-day tournament will feature
amateur teams of two competing in various
formats including a 2-player scramble, bestball and chapman.
All players will play all three courses
during the course of the tournament.
Entry fee is $550 per team and includes
golf fees, carts, breakfast, lunch and merchandise payout. Practice rounds for $25
will be made available at Black Butte Ranch
Resort for registered players prior to the
tournament. A cocktail reception will kick
off the event at Black Butte Ranch.
For more information about the Central
Oregon Shootout call 541.549.4653.

Tetherow, Brasada Ranch and
Pronghorn offer June tournament

Tetherow Golf Club, Pronghorn, and
Brasada Ranch, the three participants of the
Best of Bend Stay and Play package, have
partnered again to offer a three-day Best
Ball amateur golf event June 17-19, 2011
in Bend, Oregon.
Entry for the first annual, two-man event
is $550 per person and includes a round of
golf at each of the three courses, cocktail reception, lunch, awards ceremony, welcome
gift and prize fund.
There will be gross and net scoring for
both the open and senior divisions.
Net and gross prizes will be awarded
to 30% of the field. Space is limited to 60

teams. For more information and to print an
entry form visit www.bestofbendbestball.
com.

Allenmore Golf Course offers
chance to play unlimited golf

Allenmore Golf Course in Tacoma is
offering unlimited golf year-round as well
as a full one-year membership to the Elks
Club, which owns the golf course.
The limited-time offer includes a full year
of golf which can be played any time, seven
days a week, initiation dues as well as the
Elks membership.
The cost for the deal is $1,250.
Allenmore is going to build a new clubhouse, which will include a state-of-the-art
athletic facility, steam room, sauna, handball
courts and more.
For more information contact Brian
Kennedy at Allenmore Golf Course at
253.627.7211.

Jorgensen Golf Tour will feature
events at various NW courses

The 2011 Jorgensen Golf Tour will take
golfers to a variety of courses around the
Pacific Northwest this year. The tour, put
on by Jorgensen Golf and its owner Julius
Jorgensen, features tournament during the
week and on weekends.
The Jorgensen Golf Tour virtually runs
year-round with plenty of merchandise
prizes to be won at every event. Guests are
welcome in tournament events.
It costs $100 to join Jorgensen Golf, $85
for seniors and $70 for juniors. For information call. 425.349.1347.
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Tour players with NW connections
PGA Tour
• Fred Couples • Seattle • 50th on list with $230,396
• Ben Crane • Portland • 47th on list with $257,750
• Robert Garrigus • Gresham • 16th on list with $650,503
• Andres Gonzales • Olympia • No cuts made
• Ryan Moore • Puyallup • 42nd on list with $280,440
• Alex Prugh • Spokane • 62nd on list with $189,116
• Michael Putnam • Tacoma • 120th on list with $55,250
• Kyle Stanley • Gig Harbor • 109th on list with $73,092
•  Kirk Triplett • Pullman •  No events
Nationwide Tour
• Jess Daley • Kent • No events
• Troy Kelly • Bremerton • No events
• Richard Lee • Bellevue • No events
• Brock Mackenzie • Yakima • No events
Champions Tour
• Fred Couples • Seattle • 45th on list with $28,000
• Bob Gilder • Corvallis • 86th on list with $3,803
• Peter Jacobsen • Portland • 78th on list with $5,920
LPGA Tour
• Louise Friberg • Univ. of Washington • No events yet
• Allison Hanna-Williams • Portland • No events yet
• Jimin Kang • Seattle • 34th on list with $8,511
• Paige Mackenzie • Yakima • No events yet
• Wendy Ward • Edwall, Wash. • 47th on list with $4,995

Did you know….
• The WSGA provides free of charge the
GHIN Handicap computer, monitor and technical support that
you see in public
and private golf facilities throughout
Washington and
Northern Idaho.
These are provided
to the men’s and
women’s clubs as a member benefit to
them, and are placed within the facilities. The
WSGA also provides GHIN’s Tournament
Pairing Program at no charge.

Sign up for NW
golf championships
on line for 2011

You can sign up for 2011 championships through the various golf associations on line this year saving yourself
the time on an envelope and stamp.
The Pacific Northwest Golf Association, Washington State Golf Association,
Oregon Golf Association and Idaho Golf
Association will all be accepting entries
into their championships on line this
year.
All entries for all organizations will
be up by March 1 for you to sign up.
For more information on the entries call
800.643.6410.

InsideGolfNewspaper.com

• The OGA has made it convenient,
affordable and easy to join with its
$49.95 Join Online program.  Visit http://
join.oga.org
for a list of
participating
clubs. The low
fee makes it
easy to be a member through the Oregon
Golf Association and there are plenty of
other benefits as well.

WSGA offers up new
introductory handicap

In its continuing efforts to grow the game in
our region, the Washington State Golf Association is offering for the second consecutive year
an introductory handicap.
“This is for those golfers who have not
carried a GHIN handicap over the past two
years,” said John Saegner, the Senior Director
of Membership Services at the WSGA. “Golf
facilities are asking us to help them attract more
golfers, and this is a good way to do it.”
Designed for those who have either never
had a GHIN handicap, or who at one time had
one but do so no longer, the introductory offer
is a simple way to get more people playing more
golf.
The introductory rate is $34.95. Golfers can
sign up online at www.thewsga.org, or call 800643-6410 for more information.
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Crescent Bar: No on development, yes on golf
By Brad Faller
Special to Inside Golf Newspaper
When Arnold Palmer had his hand in
building Crescent Bar Golf Resort some 50
years ago, it is certain he never imagined
drama and controversy in its future. No one
can peg Arnie for being a poor visionary, but
drama and controversy is what Crescent Bar
got.
On April 26th, 2010, Crescent Bar’s fate
was nearly assured when the 50-year lease
was denied renewal by its holders, Grant
County PUD in conjunction with the Port
of Quincy. PUD had other intentions for the
public-use island in their plans to redevelop
it. Current golf-supporting leaseholders,
including 65 full-time residents and nearly
400 seasonal, would be forced to vacate
the 160-acre island by the 2012 expiration.  
Five months later, the 9-hole golf course
was removed from future plans as well.
However, with the help of a tireless farmer,
some 600 signatures from local golfers,
and a few golf-friendly Grant County PUD
commissioners, Crescent Bar Golf Course
now has its second wind.
Grant County PUD had a legitimate
reason for such dramatic decisions, or so it
seemed at first.  Commissioners nixed the
3,034-yard golf course after a consulting
firm determined that a redeveloped island
with the course would lose an estimated
$152,300 annually.  The general consensus
among commissioners was that the golf
course was too expensive to operate, would
not make any money, and limits broader
public access. Instead, preliminary plans
were to turn the golf course into additional
camping areas, walking trails, and increased
park acreage, just to name a few.
When the costs associated with the

Grant County commissioners (Washington) voted to get rid of the Crescent Bar development but keep the 9-hole golf course.
absence of a golf course were revisited
in October 2010, commissioners reversed
their decision to eliminate the course. According to Commissioner Terry Brewer, the
“no golf” option could cost some $10 million more to build than the $15 million to
$19 million “with golf” option. Additional
figures provided by Crescent Bar, Inc., operator of the golf course, determined that
the course saw an average of 10,000 rounds
annually and modest profit gains, far better
than previous estimations.
However, as Commissioner Bob Bernd
explains, the decision had little to do with
the round totals and operational success.

“It was mostly the initial savings of
several million, that helped sway the commissioners.” Not to mention, PUD officials
were skeptical of the support Crescent Bar
had received from its local patrons.
“When you look at the population as a
whole, I don’t know what percentage are
golfers, but would suspect it would be less
than those who want to picnic,” says opposing Commissioner Greg Hansen. Local
farmer and golf course proponent Jim Hoersch felt otherwise, as did 600 other area
golfers.
While the battle for island residency wages on into 2011, Crescent Bar Golf Course is

InsideGolfNewspaper.com

back in business for the foreseeable future,
but there are no guarantees. Crescent Bar
will need to see if its 9-hole golf course can
stand up to the test of a down economy and
an evident shrinkage of the golfing public
as a whole.
It is hard to say whether the absence
of golfers—if and when the residents are
removed from the island—will have an effect on rounds and golf course success. In
a “golf economy” that saw far more course
closures than course openings in 2010, saving a golf course from legitimate demise is a
win for golfers. Arnold Palmer would most
certainly approve.
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Pacific Northwest golf shows
help kick off the 2011 season
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Call it a case of cabin fever as Pacific Northwest golfers rushed to see what is new for
the 2011 golf season at both the Seattle Golf and Travel Show and the Portland Golf Show,
which were both held last month.
With Mother Nature whipping up a frenzy this winter with the bad weather, golfers
have not been able to play as much as they had hoped. So when the doors opened at the
Qwest Field Event Center and Oregon Convention Center, golfers were in a serious mode
to either buy new equipment or check out where to play.
At the Seattle Golf and Travel Show, attendance was up 20 percent the first two days
and golfers had plenty of chances to buy new equipment from places like Jorgensen Golf
and Puetz. In addition, an indoor demo area gave players a chance to test drive the new
equipment for 2011. There were also plenty of interactive events with putting contests and
long drive contests. The show will also be putting on a Washington Par-3 Championship
later this spring.
At the Portland Golf Show, attendance was solid as usual and golfers were treated to the
best in Pacific Northwest golf as well as other places around the area – and the country to
visit to tee it up. There were places inside the Oregon Convention Center to try and buy
new equipment. Now, bring on the real golf season.

The Portland Golf Show featured a little of something for every Pacific Northwest golfer.

Kids got lessons from professionals like Chris Hughes(top left), golfers chipped into a hot tub (top
right) and a putting contest gave golfers a chance to win at the Seattle Golf and Travel Show.

InsideGolfNewspaper.com
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Bandon Dunes and Gold Mt.
will host USGA events in ‘11

Gold Mountain Golf Club in Bremerton and Bandon Dunes on the Oregon Coast will
host three USGA Championships this summer.
It all starts with the Men’s and Women’s Public Links Championships June 27-July
2 at Bandon Dunes’ Bandon Trails and Old Macdonald courses. Both courses will host
one round of each for the 36-hole qualifying and will each host match-play through the
quarterfinals before the matches will shift to the new Old Macdonald course. This marks
the third time the USGA has visited Bandon Dunes, the resort had previously hosted the
2006 Curtis Cup and 2007 U.S. Mid-Amateur Championship.
Gold Mountain will play host to the U.S. Junior Championship July 18-23. The event
is for boys only and will feature the brightest stars in the U.S. and from around the world
in terms of junior golf. Gold Mountain has hosted the USGA before, playing as the host
for the U.S. Public Links Championship in 2006. The course has also hosted the NCAA
West regionals twice before as well.
Director of Golf Scott Alexander said the course will be ready for its turn in the spotlight
and highlights include bringing in Johnny Miller to be the guest speaker at a banquet. The
event will be free of charge as well.
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Bandon Dunes’ Old Macdonald course will play host to the USGA Publinx for men and women.
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For years, I have been helping students
rid the hooks (ball flying fairly straight out
of the gate and then moving sharply to the
left) or blocks (ball flying straight right of
their intended target) or even shanks (ball
flying right laterally).  For you left-handers,
think of the exact opposite directions since
you’re swinging from the other side of the
ball.  
What I have always told them is this:  
Your lower body is crashing into the space
where your arms need to be.  So, the net
result can be a hook or a block because
your hands and arms are trying as hard
as they can to deliver the club to the ball.
Titleist Performance Institute (TPI) studies
indicate 65% of amateur golfers have early
extension or a loss of posture during their
downswings.
What is early extension?  It is where the
hips and spine of a golfer go into extension
or straighten up too early on the downswing.  In layman’s terms:  It’s where the
hips and pelvis move closer to the golf ball
on the downswing; therefore, it promotes
the upper body to lift up helping the golfer
to maintain their balance.
One of the diagnostic lines I use when
shooting video of my students, is a vertical
line on the rear end at the address position.  
When I take a student’s swing to the top of
their swing, I want to see their rear end on
or a little deeper into this line.  Then, when
I take the student’s swing to the impact
position, I want to see their rear end on or
extremely close to this line.  If I see daylight
between their rear end and the line, I know
the student has early extended…..thus their

Brett
Wilkinson

Do you hit blocks or hooks? Then get a grip on
that early extension - that might solve the problem

lower body has moved closer to the golf
ball.
Early extension can be reduced, and
hopefully, eliminated when students learn
to achieve a stable neutral pelvic posture
which will help prevent their lower body
from thrusting or crashing toward the golf
ball during their downswing.   Plus, it is
best to stabilize their lower body by gaining strength in their glutes and abdominal
section.   And, if you’re like 99% of the
amateur golfers who cannot perform a full
deep overhead squat, you need to seek
guidance now.
It’s also important to note the early
extension swing flaw can be caused by
several other reasons as well: Clubs that
are too long for the player, player is standing
too far from the golf ball or has too much
weight in their heels at address, player has
a poor swing path from start to finish, or the
player has other posture issues which are
too numerous to mention.
The mass majority of my students have
restrictions or limitations in their bodies,
and as a result, over the years, they have

had to learn, on their own, to make concessions to swing as well as possible.  
The usual problem is that they just make
matters worse, so when I start working with
them it is a challenge to rid the issues they
present.  At our improvement center, I am
very fortunate to have Dr. Harry Sese, a TPI
Medical Doctor, and Shawn Farmer, a TPI
Golf Conditioning Specialist, on our staff to
help guide students strengthen the weaknesses in their bodies.  Together, the three
of us can explain the issue with their bodies
and how it affects their abilities to swing the
golf club in a sequential manner.

Brett Wilkinson is a PGA teaching professional at GolfTEC in Bellevue.
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It’s also important to note the early
extension swing flaw can be caused by
several other reasons as well: Clubs
that are too long for the player, player
is standing too far from the golf ball or
has too much weight in their heels at
address, player has a poor swing path
from start to finish, or the player has
other posture issues which are too
numerous to mention.
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The Lesson Tee: To unlock the right golf
swing you need to find the proper path

Photo 1

on our intended line.  It is very eye opening at
times for players to see if they can achieve
start lines and desired curve.  We work on
this path, face, impact and proper sequence
of body, arms and hands.   You would not
believe the misconceptions regarding these
elements and skills within the proper effective
golf swing.

Jeff
Coston

If you are reading this instructional article
this time of year you either want to be or you
are a serious golfer!  You definitely have goals,
dreams and desires to play the golf of your
dreams.  To that I say “Go for it!”
People come to me and the common cry
is “ I want to be more consistent!”  If a player
wants to consistently be in the hunt to win
tournaments on a high level, he or she must
be aware of, control, understand practice
and master an on-plane consistent path of
the swing.  This proper path of the golf swing
starts from the top of the backswing.  Have
the butt of the grip pointed at the target line
behind the golf ball.  (photo 1) From there the
proper path of the hands is a straight line to
the inside 1/4 of the golf ball.  Fire the butt of
the golf club with the hands or even the back
of the left hand to the golf ball.  This angle of
the path of the hands will shallow the shaft
on the downswing.  
This will bring the club on the proper plane.
(from the inside)   This is imperative to consistent ball striking and controlling your golf
ball.  The more you can shallow out the shaft
from the top with your hand path then you
can rotate hard and need not manipulate the
face.   Thus the swing becomes easier and
repeatable.  I would say this is one key to my
consistency over the years and an opportunity
to succeed often.  This is my understanding
and control of the proper plane and path of
the shaft and hands from the top through the
hitting area.  (photo 1 and 2)
When a golfer is just swinging unaware of
proper path and even clubface through the
hitting and it is almost impossible to control
your golf ball.  It is very difficult to start your
ball on the desired line and control the amount
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of curve of the golf ball.
If I can start my ball down the left side of
the fairway and drop in to the right or the
converse; I get to use the whole fairway. That
is twice as much as most folks playing the
tournament.
I believe we need also curve our golf ball
one way or the other.   Jack Nicklaus said
straight is an accident.  Guys on tour curve
their golf ball.  Believe it or not very few work
the ball both ways unless they must.  They
master one curve and make that curve large
or small depending on how well they are playing.  Playing well in good control and their ball
curves less.  Not so much control and that ball
curves more. Most often the ball does begin
on their start line.
Most players just hit balls and if they have
passion they hit more balls and have some
local success.  To have success on a bigger
stage not only work on your swing technique
but where your ball starts and its curve.  Master a consistent path and squaring of the club
face
I have tall poles at my academy to curve
the ball around and see if we start our golf ball

Jeff Coston is a former PGA Tour Player.  
Jeff is a 12 time Pacific Northwest PGA Player
of the Year.  He can be reached for appointment by calling Semiahmoo at 360 201 4590
or visit my web site at jeffcoston.com.
Photo 2

Photo 3

The proper path and plane will help make for a more repeatable and better swing.
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Clubhead speed is your friend when you swing

Hi Margie:
Your questions are common for women
beginning the game later in life.  The distance
you get with your clubs has a direct relationship to the speed of the club through impact.  
If a golfer is swinging at a club speed greater
than 70 mph, they will see a difference of
about 10 yards between clubs with well struck
shots in the center of the clubface.  Below 70

If you’re happy with your swing and don’t want to change it consider
gapping your irons, just carry the odd or even irons, so you’ll see some
difference in distance.

Kathy
DeNeui

Dear Kathy:
I am a woman in my 60s, I’ve been playing
golf for about five years on a weekly basis, my
handicap is 25, and I’m wondering why all of
my clubs go about the same distance?  Do I
need a full set?  Shouldn’t the different clubs
go different distances?
            - Margie

mph you will see significantly less distance
between clubs.
My suggestions to you are:
1.  First to consider getting some lessons
to help you build club speed-which is not really
about swinging harder but more importantly

swinging more efficiently.   Have your club
speed checked before the lesson and then
about a week after the lesson when you’ve
assimilated the changes into your swing with
appropriate practice.
2. Second, if you’re happy with your swing
and don’t want to change it consider gapping
your irons, just carry the odd or even irons,
so you’ll see some difference in distance.
3.  Third, make sure you have some good
lofted fairway woods, specifically a nine wood
and a seven wood.  These will help you get
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more distance on the fairways.  The fairway
woods are longer than hybrid irons, so I tend
to favor them for shorter hitters.
In closing, don’t be afraid of club head
speed!   Women for centuries, at least it
seems like, have been told by well meaning
friends, don’t swing so fast.  Speed is your
friend!

Kathy DeNeui is an LPGA teaching professional at the Columbia Super Range in
Everett.
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Rules of the game: Think you know what to do
when you run afoul of the rules? Let’s hope so
feet off the green. George may lift his ball
without penalty if he thinks it might interfere
with Dan’s shot.

Mike
Peluso

For this month’s True-False questions,
we’ll look at Rules 11 through 22. As
before, I’ll indicate the Rule in which the
answer may be found, and we’ll take them
in order from Rule 11 through Rule 22.
Rule 11 – True or False? In match play
against Dave, Roger teed off from in front
of the tee markers. Roger is required to
cancel his stroke and re-tee from inside
the markers.
Rule 12 – True or False? Paul’s ball is in
heavy rough among some bushes. When he
sets up for his stroke, the view of his ball
is hidden by part of a bush. Paul is entitled
to move part of the bush so he can see his
ball.
Rule 13 – True or False? Glenn’s ball is
in a dry water hazard. Even though Glenn
is not permitted to touch the ground with
his club while addressing the ball, the club
may nevertheless touch the leaves, stalks
or branches of an object growing in the
hazard.
Rule 14 – True or False? Even though
Russ could have easily made a stroke with
the face of the club, he makes a stroke with
the back of the club head. This is permitted.
Rule 15 – True or False? Don plays a
wrong ball on the 4th hole, but doesn’t realize it until playing the 5th hole. Don must
still add two strokes to his score on the 4th
hole when he turns in his card.
Rule 16 – True or False? A hoof print
made by a deer, which was quite deep, was
in Dave’s line of putt. Dave may either repair
the hoof print or putt from a spot where the
hoof print will not interfere.  

Rule 17 – True or False? The flagstick
may be attended regardless of from where
the player is making his stroke.
Rule 18 – True or False? Frank and Greg
are opponents in match play. In the middle
of the fairway, Greg accidentally kicks
Frank’s ball. Greg is assessed a one-stroke
penalty.
Rule 19 – True or False? Jim’s drive
bounced off a tree, struck Jim, and came
to rest out of bounds. Jim must now retee under stroke and distance, and add
another penalty stroke because his ball
struck him.
Rule 20 – True or False? Phil was taking free relief from a cart path. When he
dropped his ball, it rolled out of bounds.
Phil must now drop again under penalty of
stroke and distance.
Rule 21 – True or False? A player may
not clean his ball if he is lifting it to see if it
is unfit for play, but he may clean it if he is
lifting it to take relief from an obstruction.
Rule 22 – True or False? George’s ball
is five feet off the green. Dan’s ball is ten

Lets check your answers…..
Rule 11. False. In match play, Dave
has the option whether to require Roger
to replay his tee shot played from outside
the teeing ground. (In stroke play, Roger
must replay his stroke with a two-stroke
penalty.)
Rule 12. False. A player is not necessarily entitled to see his ball when making
a stroke.
Rule 13. True. “Grounding” the club only
refers to the club touching the ground.
Rule 14. True. Rule 14 only requires the
player to make a stroke with “the head of
the club.”
Rule 15. False. When Don teed off on
the next hole (the 5th) without correcting
the error of playing a wrong ball, he was
disqualified.
Rule 16. False. The only damage a player
may repair on his line of putt are old hole
plugs and ball marks.
Rule 17. True. It doesn’t matter where
the stroke is being made from when you ask
someone to attend the flagstick. However,
if your ball strikes an attended flagstick
or the person attending it, you get a twostroke penalty.
Rule 18. True. However, in stroke play,
there is no penalty.
Rule 19. True. Tough rub of the green
there!
Rule 20. False. Phil must re-drop his ball
without penalty. See Rule 20-2c for the
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Rule 13 – True or False? Glenn’s
ball is in a dry water hazard. Even
though Glenn is not permitted to
touch the ground with his club
while addressing the ball, the
club may nevertheless touch the
leaves, stalks or branches of an
object growing in the hazard.
seven “re-drops.”
Rule 21. True. See Rule 21 for the three
times a player may not clean his ball when
he lifts it.
Rule 22. False. Rule 22, although a very
short Rule, can be tricky. A player may lift
his ball if he thinks it will assist another
player’s stroke. He may also have another
player’s ball lifted if he thinks it will assist
another player or interfere with his own
stroke. But he can’t lift his ball if merely
because he thinks it might interfere with
another player. Got that? There’ll be a test
tomorrow.
Hope you did well. We’ll finish the truefalse quiz series next month.

Mike Peluso is a rules official with the
USGA, PNGA, WSGA and more organizations. For rules questions send him a note
at mikepeluso@comcast.net.

